
A Procedure for Conformai Mapping
of Triply-Connected Domains

By Stefan Bergman and Bruce Chalmers*

1. Introduction. The theory of the kernel function permits us to introduce the

invariant metric given by

(1) dsaiz) = [Kaiz, z)idx2 + dy*)]1'2 ,        z = x + iy ,        z = x — iy ,

and the absolute invariant

(2) Jaiz) = Jaiz, 2) = -g-°^_      ,        Kq = Kaiz, z) .

Here ß is a domain in the 2-plane. Thus (1) and (2) are domain functionals possess-

ing the following property: let ß (in the z-plane) and B (in the Z-plane) be two

domains which can be transformed by the CT (conformai transformation)

(3) W:Z = Ziz)

onto each other. Then

ll/A
(4) dsaiz) = ds,YZ) ,        Jniz,z) = JuiZiz), [Z(z)]1")

(see [B.5, p. 36 (25)], [B.6], [B.8], [B.9], and also [E.l], [F.l], and [M.l]).
In the following we shall assume that dB consists of n twice continuously dif-

ferentiate closed curves ßK, k = 1, 2, • ■ •, n, 1 ^ n < <x>, and the radius of curva-

ture of every ßK is uniformly bounded.

One can show that JbÍZ, Z) has the boundary value 2ir. More exactly, let (Z„),

v = 1, 2, •• -, be a set of points converging to Q, Q G dB, and lying in the angular

domain whose boundary lines form the angle a with the interior normal at Q,

\a\  < x/2.

Then

(5) lim JBiZn, Z.) - 2rr

[B.5, p. 39].
If B is a simply connected domain, i.e., n = 1, then

(6) JBiZ, Z) = const = 2tt ,        ZGB.

In the case of n-ply connected domains, 2 ^ n < °o, JBiZ, Z) (in general) is not

constant. It can be used to determine whether two domains, say Q, (in the z-plane)

and B (in the Z-plane), can be mapped conformally onto each other and, if this is

the case, to construct the mapping function.

Remark. The theory of the kernel function can be used in different ways for the

numerical computation of CT's of multiply-connected domains onto canonical do-
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mains. The procedure considered in the present paper is different from that de-

scribed in [5, Chapter VI]. It is of interest to study under what conditions a certain

procedure is well suited for numerical purposes. This can be determined by dis-

cussing the application of the procedure and computing examples in detail.

In the case of doubly-connected domains the procedure of the present paper has

been worked out in detail by Zarankiewicz [Z.l]. A generalization of Zarankiewicz's

considerations to the case of n è 3 is not immediate, and in the present paper we

shall discuss the necessary modifications of the procedure in the case of n = 3.

Every triply-connected domain can be mapped onto a domain £2 bounded by

two concentric circles, from which a circular hole is cut out. Let the radii of the

circles with the center at 2 = 0 be p3 and pi, p3 > pi, and let the radius of the third

circle with the center at z = 1 be p2, 2p2 < p3 — pi (see Fig. 1, p. 529). ph p2, p3 are

the moduli of the class of domains which can be mapped conformally onto each

other. Here p3 > 1.

The moduli pk are not uniquely determined by the domain, since by a linear

transformation Q. can be transformed onto a canonical domain bounded by three

circles. These possibilities are discussed in Section 3 and a normalization of the

mapping function is indicated, which permits us to associate the canonical domain

in a unique manner.

The invariant Jaiz, z) = 3rn(a;, y) is an analytic function of two real variables

x, y in Í2. Therefore in every closed subdomain Ü' of Í2 (Œ' C.Ü),Ja has only a finite

number of critical points. Ja assumes the boundary values 27r, see [B.5]. The level

lines Ja = const are indicated in Fig. 3, p. 533.

It should be noted that

K°^)-iS-(—dz -,*
JJ (z - w)\t - w)

is an analytic function of z and f in the closed domain B. Here B is the complement

of B. See [B.-S. 1, p. 214]. This result and (2) enable us to investigate the behavior

of Jaiz, z) at boundary points.

A survey of results used is presented in Section 2 and the numerical computa-

tion of some tools needed for our purposes is discussed in Section 3.

In Section 4 we consider the critical points of Jaiz, z) and JBiZ, Z) ; further we

discuss how it is possible, by using these quantities, to determine the moduli

Pi, Pi, Pi of Í2, which is a conformai image of a given domain B.

A remark about another procedure for CT of multiply-connected domains is

made in Section 5. By use of the results in Sections 3 and 4, an example of a CT

mapping B onto Í2 is given in Section 6.

2. A Survey of Some Results in the Theory of the Kernel Function. Let

0,(z), v — 1, 2, • • • represent a complete set of functions orthonormal in the domain

B, i.e., <¡>,iz) are analytic functions satisfying the relation

<pviz)<i>Az)do> = ô,n = 1    for   v = p ,
B

= 0    for   v j¿ p ,
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where dec is the area element and z = x + iy. If 4>,iz), v = 1, 2, • • •, is complete

for the class of square integrable functions with single-valued integrals, then

(2) KBiz,z) = "£, <t>riz)d>viz)

is independent of the choice of a complete set of orthonormal functions and is called

the kernel function of the domain B [B.5, p. 9].

The expression ds, see (1.1), defines a line element of a metric which is invariant

with respect to CT's [B.5, p. 32]. The curvature CB(z) = -2JB(z, z), see (1.2), of

this metric is a function which is invariant with respect to CT's [B.5, p. 36].

If we approach any boundary point P of B, the relation

(3) lim C.b(z) = — 4ir
3->P

holds, provided that the boundary is twice continuously differentiable at P [B.5,

(41) p. 39].
CbÍz) is a real analytic function of two real variables x, y inside the domain.

The critical sets of JbÍz, z) are called interior distinguished sets. For simply-con-

nected domains JB is constant in B. In the case of multiply-connected domains, the

invariant Jb is (in general) not constant (see Fig. 3, p. 533) and one can use its

level lines and their orthogonal trajectories as a coordinate system which is in-

variant under CT's. Determining these lines iJB = const and their orthogonal

trajectories) and using the metric (1.1), one obtains a numerical procedure for

carrying out a CT of a multiply-connected domain onto another, if this is possible.

Concerning geodesies of metric (1.1), see [H.l].

3. Computations of Orthogonal Functions <f>y for the Canonical Domain Í2. The

conformai equivalence class of a domain of connectivity n in > 2) is determined

by 3n — 6 real numbers which are called the moduli of the domain. Two triply-

connected domains (n = 3) may therefore be conformally mapped onto each other

if and only if they agree in all three moduli. Hence the collection of ring domains

with a circular hole, where the ring has the center at z = 0 and the circular hole

Figure 1. The domain SI.
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has the center at z = 1, forms a complete set of canonical triply-connected domains

under CT's. Evidently, one can use as the three moduli, pi, p2, p3, the radii of the

three circular boundary components ßK, k = 1, 2, 3. See Fig. 1.

As we mentioned before, the canonical domain to a given class of conformally

equivalent domains is not uniquely determined. In the case of triply-connected do-

mains there exist six canonical domains in the class. Let us assume that z = 0 is

the center of two concentric circles ß3 and ßi with radii p3 and pi, p3 > pi, and z = 1

is the center of the third circle 02 with radius p2. Then for the radii of the circles of

the five other canonical domains of the same class we obtain the values

(la)

where

/     (2)         (2)         (2K   _   Í  „   J   PlP3(l   —  a  ) \  _    o/ \
(Pl      , P2      , P3      )   -   \P3d, -—-—J, Pi )  =   ¿HPl, P2> P3j  ,

\ ca  4- a oi        /

c =
(P3 - p2)2 - 1 J_2 + c- (c(4 + c))l/2

a =
pzd — (1 + P2)

P2P3 2 dil + p2) — P3 '

(lb)    (Pl(3), P2(3), P3(3)) = ((1 - p22)/P3, P2, (1 - P22)/pi) - Tipi, P2, p.) ,

(lc)     (pi(4),p2(4),p3(4)) = <S(71(p1,p2,p3)),

(Id)    (pi(6), P2(5), P3(6)) = r(S(Pl,p2,p3)),

(le)     (Pl(6), P2(6), p3(6)) = 5(7(50»!, P2, p.))) .

If a domain B in the Z-plane, Z = X + iY, bounded by three closed (twice con-

tinuously differentiable) curves r(p), v = 1, 2, 3, is given, one can normalize the

mapping onto fi requiring that I^, r3 and r2 go into ßi, ßi and ß2, respectively.

By these requirements the mapping is normalized in a unique manner.

Figure 2. The domain B.

Let pi and p3 be the inner and outer radii of the ring, respectively, and let p2

be the radius of the circular hole and let ßi, ß2, /33 be the three oriented circular

boundary components (see Fig. 1).

In this section we shall discuss the construction of a set of orthogonal functions

with a single-valued integral for the ring domain Í2 with a circular hole. To obtain
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such a set, it suffices to orthogonalize the functions zn, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; zm, (1 — z)m,

m = -2, -3, -4,
The first part of this procedure is the determination of the inner products of all

of the above functions. Letting C = ß% — ßi — /32 = dtt and using Green's identity,

we have

ff 1      Í 5*+1
/   m      k\ Il        m—kj "-      /       m     Z ,
iz ,z) = JJBZzdco = -JcZ   j~^dz

(2) = ov//_l. i*Tf zV+Vzl2z(/c + 1) L/03-01-02 J

T s       /      2*+2 2*+2n "O  I    ™ V  ^  +   M      2!+2
= WTT) l5mk{pz    ~P1    ] ~ h \ i A i + i r   J •

Here and in the following

(:)-• " "<°-  (:)-- if »-0-

and

(m\ _ m(m — 1) • • • (to — n + 1)    .f _

n/ n\

Hence if m ^ 0 and n > m, then

Thus the infinite sum indicated above is actually a finite sum unless both m and k

are negative.

Further we have

(d -,)- (i - zY) = JfB (i - .)-(i - zYdco = \.\c (1 - ,)-[- ^+r]

i-— [/ (1 - *)"(1 - g)i+1dzl
■+-   l)   \-J ß3~ßl-ß2 J

-Í    z    (    m    )(k + 1)
1) Lj=m¡í£o,k-m) \m — k + j/\    j    /

-s(ïXîîi)
Finally we compute

dz

(3) " 2¿(fc

IT

" ik +
2'k+l-j)

P3

21+2 . 2k+2
Pi —   OmkPi

Hi - zT, Y) = ¡j (i - ,)Vd- = ¿ / (i - .)- ¿ÇL

<4> =2^ +   1)   L-/^3-01-(S2 J

(* +1)

Note that

(-1) [C-^-dH
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(:)=<>>
f   n <0.

The next step in the construction of orthogonal functions is to order the func-

tions zn, n = 0, 1, 2,  • • • ; zm, (1  — z)m, m =   —2,  —3, —4,   • • -, as follows:

1, z, z2, z~2, (1 — z)~2, zz, z~3, (1 — z)~3, • • • = «i, a2, «3, * * * and then apply the

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure to get Pn(«) = YYk-i Onhcik, n = 1, 2,3, • •

The a„i are determined recursively by

(5)

where

C„k

/Y'v v    ,    ^Y"ßni  =  Cnk f   \   ¿^1    2-j CniCnjioii, OLj)   j        ,
I      \j_l    j=i /

n-1 /   « \

= — X) a*V 2 «¿y(«n, ay) ) ,        fc = 1, 2, • • -, n — 1 ,
i=k      \j=i /

Cnn 1 •

The [Pniz)}, n — 1,2, • • -, then form a complete set of orthonormal functions.

The invariant Ja is given by formula (1.2), where Kaiz, z) = 2Z"=i Pniz)Pniz)

since all a„k are real (see Fig. 3, p. 533).

The orthogonalization of the set Zn, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; Zm, (1 - Z)m,

m = — 2, — 3, — 4, • • -, over £ proceeds in an analogous way (see also Section 6).

In addition see [D-R. 1,2].

4. The Construction of Coordinate Systems in £2 and B Which Go Into Each

Other by CT's. As we discussed in Section 2, the theory of the kernel function

enables us to determine the invariant J b- Using JB, we shall map the given triply-

connected domain B on a canonical domain £2, bounded by two concentric circles

and a circular hole. As indicated in Section 2, we choose as the moduli the radii of

the three boundary circumferences. We repeat that

Jniz,z) = JsiWiz),    WC?)) 1/2

and on the boundary Jaiz, z) assumes a constant value, namely 2tt.

We denote segments of the level lines Jaiz, z) = const by j, the segments of

orthogonal trajectories to j by p.

At the critical points, say zK, of the invariant Jaiz, z) it holds

(1) J* = Jq(,z*, 2«; Pm) •

dJa<2> Hî -°-       a,
= 0

z=zK\z=lu

As we mentioned before, every triply-connected domain B, dB = Ti, + T2 + T3,

can be mapped onto a canonical domain Í2. Here i\, k = 1, 2, 3, are three closed

curves, each of which is homeomorphic to a circle. U is a domain bounded by two

concentric circles with the center at the origin and radius pi and p3, p3 > pi, and a

third circle, with the center at z = 1 and radius p2.

Thus, if a domain B is given, it is known that there exists a canonical domain Í2,

and the normalized moduli pi, p2, p3 of B are uniquely determined by B. In order
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to apply our procedure, we make some hypotheses.

Let MK be the largest maxima of Jaiz, z) on o-iaKbK) with respect to the values of

Jaiz, z) for z £ o-(a«6<). er(aA) means the segment of the rc-axis with the endpoints

a», bK. See Fig. 3.

(a) We assume that in a certain segment T (to be described later) of the three-

dimensional Mi, M2, ilf3-space, M,(pi, p2, p3) are continuously differentiable func-

tions of pi, p2, P3. Further we assume that d(Mi, M2, M3)/3(pi, p2, p3) ^ 0 in T.

If B in the X, F-plane is not symmetric* with respect to the X-axis, we make

the following additional assumption :

(bi) To every YK, k = 1,2, 3, there exists one and only one pair of minimaxes

pK of Jb at the points ZKV, v = 1, 2, possessing the following property: ZKi and Zk2

can be connected by segments s«i and sk2 so that sKi U sKi is homotopic to I\, and

s<„ are segments of the level line JbÍZ, Z)   =   JbÍZk,, Zkv).   (We note that

JbÍZkI, Ziel)   —   JbÍZk2, Zk2).)

The second part of the assumption will be formulated in the following, see (b2).

Remark. A deeper mathematical investigation shows that a large part of the

assumptions formulated as hypotheses (a), (bi) and (b2) can be rigorously proved.

Since we do not want to become involved in too complicated considerations and

since the numerical computation shows the validity of our assumption in all con-

sidered cases, we formulate the above additional assumptions as hypotheses.

Thus, suppose the domain B, dB = U«=i T«, is given. We determine the orthog-

onal functions $,iZ), the invariant JbÍZ, Z), its level lines (j-lines) and their orthog-

onal trajectories (p-lines). For details see the example (Section 6).

*-X

Figure 4. The domain B of the example.

As the first problem we shall determine in B the images o-iAKBK), k = 1, 2, 3, of

the segments of the a*-axis. oiaKbK) are segments of lines which are perpendicular to

the level lines Jaiz, z) = const. This property is preserved under conformai map-

ping, and therefore the segments o~iAKBK) = IF(o-(aA)) are segments of p-lines. If B

is symmetric with respect to the X-axis (for example, see Fig. 4, p. 534), then the

* If the boundary components of the domain B are symmetric with respect to the X-axis, our

considerations are greatly simplified.
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segments Wi<riaJ>t)) = criAKBK) are the three line segments determined by the inter-

section of B with the X-axis. If, however, B is not symmetric, then, in accordance

with assumption (bi), there exist for TK a pair of minimaxes, say at the points ZKV,

v = 1, 2, and the segments sKr of j-lines, which connect these points. In ß, the cor-

responding minimaxes at zKV = W~liZ*¿) must either lie on the x-axis or be sym-

metric with respect to the x-axis. The segments sKV, v = 1, 2, lie in B. Let P«„ be the

points bisecting s*, (the distances being measured using the metric (1.1)). Then

consider the two p-segments pKV through the points PK„, v = 1,2, and orthogonal to

sKV, v = 1, 2. It is seen that the points zKv = W~xiZKf), v = 1, 2, lie on the x-axis if

and only if at least one of the boundary components ßi, I = 1, 2, 3, does not con-

tain at least one of the endpoints of pKi or pK2. Thus we make the hypothesis :

(b2) For every k = 1,2, 3, each of the three boundary components ßi, I = 1, 2, 3,

contains at least one of the endpoints of p«i or pK2.

Then it follows that the p-segments pK\ are the images IF(cr(aA)), k = 1, 2, 3,

bx'B.
Now we proceed to the determination of moduli pK, k — 1, 2, 3, of B. For a

discrete set of triples pi, p2, p3 we have determined the corresponding triples of

maxima Mi, M2, M3 of Jaiz, z) in Tables 1A, IB, 1C. Let the maxima of JbÍZ, Z)

on the segments IF(cr(aA)) be MK, k — 1, 2, 3. We determine four triples MY\

v = 1,2, 3, 4, from our tables so that [MKm} is an interior point of the tetrahedron

T, with vertices at the points {MY\ MY'\ M^), v = 1, 2, 3, 4. We choose T to

be the domain mentioned in hypothesis (a), p. 534.

Thus by a well-known result, see [O.l, Theorem 25.1 and Section 26], the values

}pK(0)] corresponding to {M,(0)} can be computed by the Newton-Raphson method.

We determine the level lines ja = [Jaiz, z) = Jaiz, z; pi(0), P2(0), p3(0)) = const]

and their orthogonal trajectories pa = W^ipY). We choose the trajectories pa so

that the (noneuclidean) distance of the line pa = W~lip¿) from the segments

o-(a,t6<) of the a;-axis (or from the minimaxes z«„) is the same as the (noneuclidean)

distance between pB and IF(<r(aA)) (or from ZKV = W(z„)). Then the (curvilinear)

Table 1A

Tables of maximum triples Mi, M2, M$ corresponding to moduli Pi, P2, P3

P3 = 1.5
Pi

Pi 1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2

1/8

1/4

3/8

1/2

30.0
25.0
15.8

25.2
15.3
15.5

21,
11
15

16.
9.

14.

28.5
23.9
8.5

17.5
14.8
8.4

13.0
11.3
8.2

8.6
9.0
8.0

23.0
22.0
6.4

13.0
13.8
6.4

7.
10
6.

6.3
8.4
6.3

17.5
18.7
2tt

8.8
12.0
2*-

6.3
9.1
2w

2w
6.8
2tt
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PS

Pi 1/8

Table IB

P3 = 2.0

1/4 3/8 1/2

1/8

1/4

3/8

1/2

47.3
30.9
25.5

36.0
18.4
25.0

27.4
13.9
24.0

20.2
11.4
22.4

37.3
29.5
15.0

22.8
17.8
14.8

15.2
13.5
14.3

9.9
11.1
13.6

28.1
27.0
10.5

15.1
16.6
10.4

9.1
12.7
10.1

6.3
10.4
9.6

20.2
23.5
7.8

10.1
14.9
7.7

6.3
11.5
7.5

2ir
9.1
7.2

Pi

Pi

1/8

1/4

3/8

1/2

1/8

72.1
42.9
39.4

45.2
24.6
37.5

31.4
18.3
34.3

22.1
15.0
29.9

Table 1C

P3 = 3.0

1/4 3/8

45.4
40.1
22.6

25.7
23.6
21.9

16.6
17.7
20.7

10.6
14.5
18.9

31.6
35.7
16.6

16.4
21.8
16.2

9.7
16.5
15.4

6.3
13.6
14.2

1/2

22.0
29.8
13.1

10.8
19.3
12.8

6.3
14.8
12.3

2x
11.9
11.2

coordinate system ija, pà) goes by the CT W into the system (JB, pB).

5. A Remark About Another Method for Construction of a CT, Mapping a Do-

main B onto G. Making several additional assumptions in Section 4 (which have

not been proved), we described a procedure how to determine the image (in B) of

a segment of the a>axis (in ß). Using this result, we then determine the function

Z = wiz), mapping ß onto B.

It should be noted that, making much weaker assumptions and using deeper

mathematical results, one can determine the mapping functions wiz). The method

requires procedures which are constructive, but which are from the numerical point

of view more difficult than those used in Section 4.
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In the following we shall indicate the basic idea of this (numerically more dif-

ficult) procedure.

(1) We assume that there exists at least one maximum set of JYiz, z) which is a

point and lies in B. Suppose that among the maximum points there exists only

one point z = t for which J BH, t) = Jo and at all other maxima points JbÍz, z) ^ Jo-

li two triply-connected domains, say B and G, can be mapped onto each other and

each of them has one point maximum at t and T, respectively, then JBit, t) =

JgÍT, T). In this way we obtain a necessary condition in order that B can be

mapped onto G. To obtain a sufficient condition and the desired mapping function,

we determine the representative domains RiB, t) and RiG, T) (see [B.4, p. 27 ff.]).

In accordance with results of [B.4, pp. 31, 32], two representative domains RiB, t)

and RiG, T) can be mapped onto each other only by a linear transformation

(1) W = aiw + a2,

where a* are complex constants, i.e., by translation, rotation and dilatation around

the center. Thus if the domains RiB, t) and RiG, T) are constructed, one can recog-

nize whether a mapping of the form (1) maps the domain RiB, t) onto RiG, T).

6. An Example of an Application of the Procedure of Sections 3 and 4. Using

the results of the previous sections, we now determine the CT of a domain B onto

a canonical domain ß. We take for B the symmetric domain bounded by a circle

of radius r3 and a square of width 2ri centered at z = 0, and the circle of radius r2

centered at z = 1. Here r3 > ri + 2r2, and the axis of symmetry lies on the x-axis

(see Fig. 4).

First we compute a complete set of orthogonal functions for B, from which we

determine the kernel function KB and the invariant JB of B. Then we choose the

largest maxima Mv = JBizv, zf) at the points Zv located on the segments iAv, Bf)

of the a*-axis. Thus, using the procedure described above, we determine the moduli

of B. Letting ß denote the canonical domain described above with these moduli,

and using JB, Ja, dsB, and dsa, we can then construct the CT from B onto ß.

First we shall discuss the construction of a set of orthogonal functions with a

single-valued integral for the domain B. It suffices to orthogonalize the functions

Zn, n = 0, 1, 2, •• •; Zm, (1 - Z)m, m = -2, -3, -4, •••. Letting

C = Tz — Ti — T2 = dB (see Fig. 4) and, using Green's identity, we have

(Z-, z>) - ¡Ib z~ 2-i. =±lcz-YYï'lz = 2ÎW+-T) [Ln-n z"r*'dz\
- r - -§(7)0:í>"+!]

where

w+T) i>^2i+2 ■ a v y a i+í k i+a-

{^ (V2)2,+m+Vr+,+2 sin (m + k + 1 ^±(k+ !)

X (_V2)-^in((TO + ¿+l)7r/4)

m + I + 1

X    1 + cos (to — k) — 4- i sin (to — 7c) x    .
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We now determine

((1 - Z)m,Zk)

(2)

where

-¿/„a-
-fyk+l

zy ■dZ =
1

fc + 1 2iik+l) / r3-ri-r2
(1 - Z)mZMdZ\

,       , ..kl        m        \     2i:+2     .     ,

(-^Vm-Jfc/»       + ÍW'k + 1

&*>*=£(   .  )( — l)3aík ,    if   ri < -7
3=0   \ J   / VV2-

Similarly, for the determination of ((1 — Z)m, (1 — Z)k) we have

((i - z)m, (i - zY) =
2¿(/c + 1) '/,

(1 - Z)m(l - Z)ft+1dZ
|_- 1 3-1 i-l 2

(3)

where

k + 1
y>       (       m        Vfc + 1 \

=maÍ7o,*-m)   \TO  —   /c  + J/\      J /P3

']

2(4+1-;)

s 24+2   i
—  <WP2 -f* Cmk ,

Cmk -S<-->{s(7)Ci!>.-»,    if    ri <
1

V2

In order to construct orthogonal functions, we order the functions Zn,

n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ ; Zm, (1 - Z)m = -2, -3, -4, ■ • • as follows: 1, Z, Z-, Z~2,

(1 — Z)~2, Z3, Z~3, (1 — ZY3, ■ ■ ■ = «i, 02, «3, * * * and then apply the Gram-

Schmidt procedure to get

n

PniZ) = X On*a* >        n = 1,2,3, ••■ .
k=l

The a„«; are determined recursively by

/fv v   - t      ^Y/2
Ö»*   =   Cnk /   \  2-1    2-J Cn,Cn,icii, 01 j)   I        ,

I       \i=l    j=l /

where

Cnk

n-1 /   i \

=  —  ¿2 aÁ2Y Sty(an, ay) j ,
i=/t       \/=i /

fc = 1, 2, •••,w - 1

Cnn 1

The |P„(Z) },n = 1, 2, • • -, then forma complete set of orthonormal functions.

The invariant JB is thus given by the formula (1.2), namely,

JbÍZ, Z)
K

Kz

Kz   \/Kt
Kz-z\/

and the invariant line element is given by dsB2 = KB\dZ\2, where

KB ^ KBiZ, Z) = £ PYZ)PniZ) .
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We now choose the particular values r*i = 3/16, r2 — 1/4 and r3 = 2 for the

domain B. Evaluating JB according to the above formulae, we determine that the

desired triple of maxima (Mi, M2, M3) is in this case

(Mi, Mt, Mi) = (25.3, 19.6, 15.0) .

Then, by interpolation of the values in the tables at the end of Section 4 and ac-

cording to the method discussed there, we obtain as the triple of moduli for B

(pi, P2, pi) = (.22, I, 2) .

Thus B can be mapped onto the canonical domain ß of circular radii pi = .22,

P2 = ï, P3 = 2. See Fig. 1. We choose in both cases the point where JB = Ja = 25.3

as the origin.

We now determine the CT W~x from B onto ß. For this purpose we compute the

level lines of JB and Ja, see Figs. 5 and 6. Some representative level lines of JB are

depicted in Fig. 5 and the corresponding curves for Ja are shown in Fig. 6. (In each

case these level lines j are the curves intersecting the x-axis orthogonally.)

The next step in the construction of the CT W is the determination of some

representative p-curves orthogonal to the level lines of JB and Ja- These curves are

selected by measuring prescribed invariant lengths along certain of the level lines j

by the metric (1.1) and forming the curves orthogonal to these level lines at the

prescribed points. Thus with the aid of the dsB line element we determine some

representative "orthogonal" curves for B, as shown in Fig. 5; and in Fig. 6 are de-

picted the corresponding "orthogonal" curves for ß obtained by use of the dsa line

element. In each case these "orthogonal" curves are those intersecting the bound-

aries of B and ß. In such a way we obtain two systems of intersecting curves, one

for B and one for ß, and the correspondence of the points in these two frameworks

represents the desired CT W.
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